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Experts consider that the enhanced transport observed in
fusion devices is the consequence of low frequency insta-
bilities which are elongated along the magnetic field lines
and whose free energy sources are the gradients inherent
to confinement. The cases 1>>qRk||  and  1~qRk||  will be
considered, where ||k  is the parallel wave number and qR
the connection length. The first limit  is relevant to plasmas
with large parallel flow velocity gradients
( |Nln|c|~U| irii,r ∂∂ ϕ , where iU

�
 and ic  are the ion bulk

and thermal velocities; iN  is the density); here, a local
dispersion relation leads to exact stability criteria with the
help of the Nyquist diagram technique. The ordering

1~qRk||  applies otherwise; it requires a non-local analy-

sis leading to a second order differential equation whose
complex eigenvalues provide the wave frequencies and
growth / decay rates; two sub-cases must be considered
according to whether the eigenfunctions are radially or
poloidally localised. After reviewing some of the most im-
portant micro-instabilities, the non-linear saturation
mechanism and ultimate turbulence level will be discussed,
as well as the various aspects of anomalous transport
theories.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a liquid in contact with a heat source, the tem-
perature gradient generates ascending Bénard cells which
carry the energy to the surface in contact with the cooling
atmosphere. Similarly, in a magnetically confined plasma,
the inherent temperature, density and parallel flow velocity
gradients are free energy sources which sustain micro-
instabilities leading to turbulence and anomalous transport.
The interplay between macroscopic and microscopic proc-
esses leads to very complex self regulation mechanisms
which have been under study, both numerically and theo-
retically, for decades.
         The macroscopic length scales are the temperature,
density and parallel flow velocity gradient scales [ L , e.g.,

1−∂= )Nln(L rN ], the minor and major radii ( r  and R )
and the connection length qR  (the latter is the distance
measured along a field line between its intersection points
with a given cross section; the safety factor q  is the aver-
age over a flux surface of the field line pitch angle

θϕ dd / ; ϕ  and θ  are the poloidal and toroidal angles).
Microscopic scales are the ion and electron gyro-radii

jjj ca Ω= / , where jjj mTc /=  and jjj mBe /=Ω  are

the thermal velocities and gyro-frequencies, the collision-
less skin depth pe/c ω , where c  is the speed of light and

0
2 εω eepe m/eN=  the electron plasma frequency, the

ion and electron Debye lengths jpjj,D /c ωλ = , etc. The

stable operation regime of tokamaks is such that
iee,Di,D aa <<≈≈ λλ . In this lecture, we consider oscilla-

tions with perpendicular length scales of the order of, or
larger than the ion gyro-radius: 1

��
≤⊥ iak .

        We define the unit vectors parallel to the magnetic
field lines, the pressure gradient and the binormal:

B/Bn̂
�

= , |P|/Pp̂ ∇∇=
��

 ( p̂  is orthogonal to the nested
toroidal flux surfaces on which P  is constant1) and

p̂xn̂b̂ = . In the laboratory frame of reference, the phase
velocity of drift waves in the direction of the binormal,

β,phv , is a linear combination of the density and tempera-

ture gradient drift velocities, BNe/Np̂T JJJJ ∇⋅
�

 and

Be/Tp̂ JJ∇⋅
�

, of the BxE
��

 drift velocity, B/E.p̂
�

− , and of
the parallel flow velocity i||,U . Their angular frequency,

which is the product of the binormal wave vector compo-
nent bkk ˆ.

�
=β  with the phase velocity β,phv , is thus of

order

BeNTk jjrjj /ln* ∂= βω ;                                                   (1)
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*
jω  is the diamagnetic frequency for species j  and r∂  a

short-hand notation for ∇
�

.p̂  ( r∂  and ∇
�

.p̂  are rigorously
identical in cylindrical geometry; in more complex sys-
tems, general coordinates and Christoffel symbols must be
introduced2). It follows that drift frequencies are small
compared to the ion cyclotron frequency (thus the name
low frequency waves):

12 <<L/ak~/ ii βΩω

         It is generally assumed that perturbations with the
largest parallel wavelengths are most readily unstable, on
the ground that the time required for electrons to neutralise
charge separation is then longest. We note that the argu-
ment is well founded if the instability drive is related to
electron inertia or collisions, but its validity is less obvious
otherwise. If the driving mechanism is a parallel flow
shear, in particular, the unstable spectrum is not expected
to be symmetric with respect to the parallel component of
the wave vector n̂.kk||

�
=  and the most unstable modes are

expected to have finite ||k ’s. 

         In summary, we shall consider waves with frequen-
cies and wave number components in the ranges

*
j~ ωω ,                                                                             (2)

1
��

≤⊥ iak ,                                                                           (3)

and, respectively, either

1>>qRk|| ,                                                                       (4a)

or

1~qRk|| .                                                                        (4b)

(It will be shown that the lowest characteristic value of ||k
within a radial eigenmode is typically qR/~ 1 ).

II.    k||qR >> 1: ELECTRON AND ION DRIFT
BRANCHES

II.A.      Local Dispersion Relation

         The electron and ion distribution functions can be split
into their equilibrium and perturbed components. As the
collision time scales are much shorter than the transport
time scales, the equilibrium distributions are Maxwellian
in leading order:

]
c

)Uv(v
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)c(
N
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/
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22

232
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22
−+

−= ⊥

π
                (5)

where n̂.vv||
�=  is the parallel component of the particle

velocity and 222
||vvv −=⊥ . There is no constraint on ie TT −

if the temperature relaxation time scale ( eeiequi m/m~ ντ )
is larger than, or of order of the transport time scale. The
difference ie UU //,//, −  is proportional to the plasma current
density along the magnetic field lines; it is usually smaller
than the ion thermal speed.
         It is convenient to split the perturbed distribution
functions into jjj f~ff += , where jf  is the gyro-phase

average of jf ;  the assumption 1
��

<⊥ iak  leads to jj ff~ < .
A straightforward expansion of Vlasov’s equation shows
that
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where φ  is the electrostatic potential of the wave and

BEk rE /βω −=                                                                 (7)

the BE
��

×  Doppler frequency ( *
jω  and Eω  are usually of

comparable magnitudes). We note that
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where TNiriri L/LNln/Tln =∂∂=η .The most general
ion response corresponds to i||i||,||E ck~Uk−−≡′ ωωω ,
which yields ii||, c~U  and i|| ak~Lk β . It follows that

i||,e||, UU ≅  and e||e||,||E ckUk <<−−ωω  which leads to the
adiabatic electron response

)(
e

e

)(
e F

T
ef 00 φ=                                                                 (9)

The expressions of the electron and ion densities are read-
ily obtained at leading order. Inserting them into the charge
neutrality condition provides the dispersion relation

)(Di ωτ ′=+1                                                                 (10)
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where eii T/T=τ  and
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We have defined *
e/z ωω′= , *

es|| /ck ωξ = ,

irsi||,r Nlnc/U ∂∂=β  and i||,|||| Uvv −=′  [so that
2220 2 i||

)(
i c/)vvexp(F ′+∝ ⊥ ]. If ωω ′<<′ ReIm , the func-

tion )(D ω′  can be rewritten as

)/zexp(
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where P  is the Cauchy principal part integral and the
imaginary part corresponds to the residue following the
causal prescription of Landau3. Worth noting is that
(i) the dispersion relation involves only the two di-

mensionless parameters βω kz /′∝  and

||/ kωξ ′∝ ;
(ii) the radial derivative of the fluctuation does not

appear; the dispersion relation is thus scalar (i.e.
local);

(iii) unstable oscillations will slowly disintegrate if
0≠∂ ωr ; their radial extent and amplitude will

thus be controlled by the equilibrium inhomoge-
neities and the fluxes.

II.B.      Nyquist Stability Analysis

         The dispersion function )(D ω′  can be written in a
closed analytical form only if 0→iτ . Exact instability
criteria must otherwise be obtained by means of the Ny-
quist diagram technique4,5. Instability occurs if 0>′ℑ ωm
[as )tiexp( ωφ −∝ ];  assuming 0>*

eω  without loss of

generality, that requests 0>ℑmz . Let z  trace out a closed
contour in the complex plane, going from ∞−  to ∞+  on
the real axis and closing anti-clockwise on a semicircle at
infinity in the upper half-plane. The function )z(D  will
correspondingly trace a closed contour in the complex D -
plane (the Nyquist contour). If the point i)z(D τ+= 1  [cf.
Eq. (10)]  falls in a region encircled by, and lying to the
left of this contour, then the dispersion relation admits a
root with 0>ℑmz , i.e. the plasma is unstable.
         A detailed analysis6 of the dispersion equation (11)
shows that instability occurs if

))((|||| iiithr τηηββ +−=≥ 12                                  (13)

At threshold, the modes are damped for all values of ξ ,

except 

)(/ ithrthr τβξξ +−== 12                                              (13’)

which correspond to marginal stability. The frequency of
the marginally unstable mode is

ithr .z η501−=                                                               (13’’)

Noting that i||i,||,r k/Uk/ Ωξβ β ∂−≡ , we find

)()k/Uk( ithri||i||,r τΩβ +=∂ 12                                      (14)

Inequality (13) requests that either

)/( ii τβη +−−≤ 111 2                                                 (15)

or

)/( ii τβη +−+≥ 111 2                                                 (16)

If 0=β , (16) reduces to the standard criterion 2>iη  for
the ion temperature gradient (ITG) instability; (13”) then
yields 0=thrz ; hence 0=′thrω  which is the ITG frequency
in slab geometry without finite Larmor radius (FLR) ef-
fects ( 022 →⊥ iak ). Correspondingly, (15) and (13”) yield

0<iη  and 1=thrz ; thus *
ethr)( ωω =′ , the frequency of

electron drift waves without FLR.

II.C.      Discussion

         We note that

i)       The growth / decay rate can easily be calculated near
marginal stability; indeed, the numerator in the integrand
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of (12) divides exactly by the denominator upon introduc-
ing zzz thr δ+= , δξξξ += thr  and expanding6.
ii)      The dispersion function )z(D  can readily be evalu-
ated in the limit 0→iτ , leading to the dispersion equation

02 =+−− )(zz ξβξ                                                      (17)

from which the marginal instability relations 1=|| thrβ ,
2/thrthr βξ −=  and 21 /zthr =  are readily obtained. Those

agree with (13), (13’) and (13’’) if 1=iη  [Note that iη
does not appear in (17) and that the right-hand side of (13)
maximises for 1=iη ]. Restricting their calculations to the
case 0=iη , D’ Angelo7 and Catto et al8. obtained mar-
ginal instability relations which differ qualitatively from
(13), (13’) and (13”).
iii) The threshold condition (14) can be rewritten as

)(/)c/UqR)(ak(qRk iii||,ri|| τβ +∂= 12                        (18)

Marginally unstable modes with 1>>qRk||  thus occur if

1)1(2/)/( ||, >>+∂ iiir cUqR τ ; those are not linked to any
particular rational surface (see next Section).

III.   k||qR ~ 1: ELECTRON AND ION DRIFT
EIGENVALUE EQUATIONS

         Under most experimental conditions, neither
)(/)c/UqR( iii||,r τ+∂ 12  nor qRk||  are large numbers

[Counter examples may occur in the pedestal of the high
(H) confinement mode9]. In such cases, rational surfaces
play a most important role. To simplify the discussion, we
ignore the torus curvature at first.

III.A.  Cylindrical Geometry

         The parallel wave vector can be written as

rB
B

)]r(nqm[
B
B

k
B
B

kn̂.kk||
θθ

θ
ϕ

ϕ +=+==
�

                 (19)

where rkm θ=  and Rkn ϕ=  are the poloidal and toroidal

mode numbers. In a plasma with finite magnetic shear, i.e.
0≠∂≡ qlnrŝ r , ||k  is a function of position which van-

ishes at the rational surface n,mrr =  defined by

n/m)r(q n,m −=                                                              (20)

Expanding the right-hand side of (19) in the vicinity of
n,mrr =  yields

)(
ˆ

)/)()(( ,,|| nmrnm rr
qR

sk
rBBqrrnk −−=∂−= β

θ
              (21)

where BBkk /ϕθβ = . It may be verified that

|ˆ|/1|ˆ|/1 sksk βθ ≅  is the distance between the neighbouring
rational surfaces nmr ,  and nmr ,1± . Moderate values of qRk||

therefore request that the mode )n,m(  be centred on the
rational surface defined in (20) and overlaps a few neigh-
bouring rational surfaces n,pmr ±  ( mp << ) at most. The

short scale radial dependence introduced in the dispersion
equation by )rr(kk n,m|||| −′=  must be balanced by another

short scale mechanism; in cylindrical geometry, the latter
is finite Larmor radius effect:

riir aak ∂→

The technique of the Nyquist diagram has not been ex-
tended to that situation. Expansions of the dispersion func-
tion are therefore necessary; for that purpose, it is usually
assumed that

1<<≡ R/L )T(Nλ                                                       (22)

and r~L )T(N . The perturbations are then described by

second order ordinary differential equations in which the
complex frequency plays the role of eigenvalue:

0),()]()([ 2

2

2

22
222 =′′+

′
+−∂ ωω

ω
β

β xfc
L
xck

ka
s

s
xs

                  (23)

where n,mrrx −=  and sLxkk /|| β−= ; sqRLs ˆ/=  is the

magnetic shear length. The orthogonal eigenmodes of Eq.
(23) are of the form

)a/xiexp()a/xi(H),x(f ssl
22 2σσω −=′                   (24)

where the lH ’s are Hermite polynomials10 of order l  and
σ  and ω′  solutions of the equations

sss Lack ωσ β ′±= /                                                           (25)

)12/(])([ 22 +−′= lakci sβωσ                                             (26)
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         Two classes of oscillations can be identified accord-
ing to the frequency range: the electron and the ion drift
branches.

III.A.1    The electron drift branch

         The frequencies of the electron drift modes are

*~ eE ωωωω ′=−

and their parallel phase velocities satisfy the inequalities

esNsi ccLqRakkc <<′<< )/(~/ || βω .

Electrons behave adiabatically under those conditions, for
they average out the wave structure; hence

eeee F)T/e(f φ−= , eee N)T/e(n φ=  and 0=et . Inspec-
tion of the fundamental equations shows that the complex
frequencies can be expanded as

)(*
e

1ωωω +=′                                                                 (27)

where *
e

)( ~ λωω 1 ; moreover

eeiiii N/nN/n~T/t =

and

*
e

)(
i /)(c ωωαω 11−−=′                                                    (28)

where ))]1(1[ iii ητα ++= . Inserting (27) and (28) into
(25) and (26) yields

SN
*
e

)( L/L)/( ωωσ 11−= �                                         (29a)

]
L
L

)ak)(l(iak[
S

N
sisi*

e

)(

112 2222
1

++±−= ββ αα
ω
ω          (29b)

We require that unstable solutions ( 01 >ℑ )(mω ) be spa-
tially bounded; thus 01 <±ℑ=ℑ S

*
eN

)( L/Lmm ωωσ  which,
in turn, leads to 0<± S

*
eN L/L ω . Introducing this con-

straint into (29b) yields

|L/L|)ak)(l(m SN
*
esii

)( ωααω β 112 221 ++−=ℑ ;         (29c)

thus the modes are actually damped. The inequality
01 <±ℑ=ℑ S

*
eN

)( L/Lmm ωωσ  stems from a causality re-
quirement, as does the Landau contour deformation3 in
velocity space.

         The right-hand side of (29c) is referred to as “mag-
netic shear damping”; it vanishes in the limit 0ŝ → . The
usual interpretation is that shear damping is the conse-
quence of the wave energy being radiated far away from
the reference rational surface11. The argument leading to
(29c), the expression of )(m 1ωℑ  and its interpretation must
however be taken with caution: the contribution

S
*
eN

)( L/Lmm ωωσ 1±ℑ=ℑ  to σ  is indeed of order

1<<≡ R/L )T(Nλ ; thus it may not, rigorously, be retained

at this order of the expansion and it has to be checked
whether other corrections at next order do not invalidate
the above prescription.

III.A.2    The ion drift branch

The frequencies of ion drift modes are in the range

*
E ~ λωωωω ′=−

and their parallel phase velocities such that

e||i ck/~c <<′ω .

The electrons are again considered as adiabatic. Inspection
of the ion equations shows that

iiii N/n~T/t 1−λ                                                            (30)

There is a pair of growing and damped bounded solutions
if 32 /i >η  with

qR/c|ŝ|)/(m i
/

i
2132−±=′ℑ= ηωγ                         (31)

(Slightly different results were obtained in Ref. [12]). It
must be emphasised that the theory of the ion drift branch
is on a not as firm ground than that of the electron branch,
owing to the smaller value of i||ck/ω′ ; that may explain

some of the discrepancy between the threshold values
given here and in Section II.B.

III.B.    Toroidal Geometry

         The description of drift waves in toroidal geometry
differs from that in cylindrical geometry in many respects.
i) The frequencies associated to the B∇

�
 and curvature

drifts both generate new Fourier components (side-bands)
and, if their width is larger than the distance

ŝk/qn/rr rn,mn,m θ111 ±=∂=−± � ,                                (32)
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couple modes centred on neighbouring rational surfaces
n,mn,pm r.....r ± , mp << ; thereby they introduce novel radial

derivatives associated to the departure of the ion orbits
from magnetic surfaces:

)kcossin
BR
B

i)(vv()R(

B
B).kxn̂()vv(

r||i

||ii,B

β
ϕ θθΩ

Ωω

−∂+→

∇+−=

⊥−

⊥−

2
2

1

2
2

1

2

2

��

         (33)

[We have defined )cos(BB θε−= 10 , where 0=θ  in the
outboard equatorial plane].
ii)  The requirement of long parallel wavelengths cannot
be fulfilled with a mere Fourier decomposition in θ . To
avoid that difficulty, J.W. Connor et al.13 introduced the
ballooning formalism, a transformation of the original two-
dimensional problem into a one-dimensional one in an
infinite domain without periodicity constraint. A less ab-
stract representation has been introduced in Ref. [14], re-
lying on invariance properties that the mode representation
must satisfy with respect to translations as the distance
between neighbouring rational surfaces ... n,mr 1− n,mr , n,mr 1+ ,
... is constant (Similar arguments are introduced in the the-
ory of crystal lattices15).
         Two limiting cases must be envisaged according to
whether the cylindrical modes n,m  and n,m 1±  do or do
not overlap.

III.B.1.   Toroidal geometry without overlapping

If the width of the cylindrical eigenmodes is small
compared to the distance qn/rr rn,mn,m ∂=−± 11 � , then the
modes centred on neighbouring rational surfaces are obvi-
ously independent. However, a primary oscillation with
poloidal and toroidal mode numbers m  and n  drives side
bands n,m 1±  via the θ  dependence of i,Bω . Those mod-
ify the dynamics of the primary mode.

In the case of the electron branch, the coefficient of
the second order derivative in Eq. (23) is, as a result, mul-
tiplied by the factor16,17 221 q+

22222222 21 θθ kaa)q()k(a sxsxs −∂+→−∂                           (34)

It can be verified that this leads to an increase of the shear
damping rate (29c) by 21221 /)q( +  (It is interesting to note
that similar factors appear in the neoclassical theory of
transport, see, e.g., Ref. [18]).

In the case of the ion drift branch, the multiplication
factor of 22

xsa ∂  is19:

{ }215115121 ]ak).(R/L)[(. iiNi θητ −++                    (35)

The growth rate remains essentially unchanged. Results
obtained in the framework of this model permit to explain
the formation of internal transport barriers in negative
central shear discharges20.

III.B.2.  Toroidal geometry with strong overlapping

The last case to consider is when the distance be-
tween neighbouring rational surfaces is small compared to
the characteristic radial scale of the cylindrical modes. We
seek for solutions satisfying the condition

)xx()ipexp()xx( n,mn,mn,pmn,pm −=− ++ φθφ 0

with mp <<  (Those form a complete set, as the phase
angle 0θ  is arbitrary) and expand

)xx(])[iexp(

)xx(][)xx(

n,mn,mxx

n,mn,mxxn,mn,m

−∂+∂±±=

−∂+∂±=− ±±±

φΔΔθ

φΔΔφ

2
2

0

11
2

2

1

2
1

2
1

where n,mn,m xx −= +1Δ .
For the electron branch, two successive substitutions

in n,mi,B 1±φω  lead to the multiplying factor21,22

2
0

2211 sN Ra/cosL)ŝ( θΔ−+ .                                        (36)

of the second order derivative in (23). LN being generally
negative, this coefficient may change sign with respect to
the cylindrical geometry if 21/ŝ <  and 00 >θcos  or

21 /ŝ >  and 00 <θcos . (We recall that 0=θ  refers to the
outer equatorial plane). When this occurs, the electron drift
branch is no longer radiating, i.e. behaving asymptotically
as )a/xiexp( s

22 2σ−  with σ  real [Eqs. (24) and (25)], but
evanescent; magnetic shear damping disappears under
those circumstances23. However, magnetic shear damping
is enhanced if 021 0 >− θcosL)ŝ( N !
         With the help of Poisson’s summation formula24, it
may finally be shown that the superposition of the individ-
ual modes localised on the rational surfaces n,pmr ±  with
phase factors 0θp  peaks at 0θθ =  (Hence the appellation
ballooning mode).
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IV.    SUMMARY AND FURTHER COMMENTS ON
DRIFT MICROINSTABILITIES

         We have seen that oscillations are adequately de-
scribed by a local dispersion relation if 1>>qRk|| ; that
condition is verified for the most readily unstable modes
when 112 >>+∂ )(/)c/UqR( iii||,r τ . Here, ||k  can be
considered as nearly constant and the oscillations are lo-
calised to a region in which their distortion and disintegra-
tion resulting from the frequency gradient is balanced by
the linear excitation. Exact stability criteria are obtained by
means of the Nyquist diagram.
         If, on the contrary, qRk||  should be finite for insta-
bility, then the mode must be localised near a rational sur-
face defined by n/m)r(q n,m −=  so that xkk |||| ′= , where

n,mrrx −=  and S|| L/kk β−=′ . The strong space depend-
ence that is introduced by ||k  must be balanced by other
processes. In cylindrical geometry, localisation of the
mode is provided by finite gyro-radius effects; those lead
to a second order differential eigenvalue problem whose
solutions yield the radial wave functions and the complex
frequencies. In toroidal geometry, the departure of the ion
orbits from rational surfaces owing to the B∇

�
 and curva-

ture drifts combines with finite gyro-radius effects; if, fur-
thermore, the modes centred on neighbouring rational sur-
faces do overlap, then they couple via the geometry.
Toroidicity has a stabilising role in the former case and
may be either stabilising or destabilising in the latter, ac-
cording to the value of the magnetic shear parameter and
the ballooning angle 0θ .
         In what precedes, the electrons were considered in
the adiabatic approximation. That is clearly not justified
for those being trapped, in which case averaging between
the bouncing angles leads to a bounced averaged drift ki-
netic equation25 where inertia plays, as for ions, an impor-
tant role. As they are localised in a velocity sub-space

21 /
|| ~v/v ε⊥ , the collision rate of trapped electrons is en-

hanced by a factor 1−ε , see Ref. [26]. Collisions of trapped
electrons are found to destabilise the electron drift branch
if ενω /. e

*
e 32≤  and to stabilise it otherwise27. The

trapped electrons population being largest in the outboard
equatorial plane, we consider modes which are ballooning
around 00 =θ . Equation (36) shows that shear damping
may then be suppressed for 21/ŝ <  but is enhanced for

21 /ŝ >  (which is the case at the plasma edge).
We have concentrated on the Trapped Electron (TE)

and Ion Temperature Gradient (ITG) instabilities. Other
mechanisms may however lead to enhanced fluctuation
levels. In high collisionality plasmas, collisions experi-
enced by the bulk of electrons may be responsible for the
rippling and the drift resistive ballooning (DRBM) insta-

bilities. The former28,29,30 is driven by the resistivity gradi-
ent )TZ( /

eeffrr
23−∂∝∂ η , the latter by curvature31. The

DRBM has been considered as a candidate to explain the
origin of the density limit in limiter tokamaks32; here, the
stability theory was however developed for a uniform tem-
perature plasma: it remains to be seen whether the tem-
perature gradient is stabilising or destabilising.
         The above instabilities are essentially electrostatic
and their characteristic perpendicular length scale is the ion
gyro-radius. The electromagnetic Electron Temperature
Gradient (ETG) instability whose characteristic length
scale is the collisionless skin depth pe/c ω  has also been
proposed33 to explain anomalous electron heat transport.

V. INTRODUCTION TO NONLINEAR ASPECTS
AND TRANSPORT.

         Electron energy transport in fusion devices is com-
monly observed to be up to three orders of magnitude larger
than neo-classical predictions. Owing to their ei m/m
larger neo-classical transport rate,  the ion energy anomalous
factor is smaller, typically up to 10.
         Schematically, attempts to explain the observed energy
transport can be classified along two main lines:
i)     Enhanced losses are proportional to the fluctuation in-
duced particle and energy fluxes across the equilibrium
magnetic surfaces, averaged over many fluctuation peri-
ods34-36, namely

>=< j,rjj unΓ             and             >=< j,rjj upQ          (37)

where jn , jp  and B/iku j,r φβ−= are the density, pressure
and radial velocity fluctuations; the relations between jΓ
and jQ , on the one hand, and the fluctuation spectrum

)k(S
�

 , on the other hand, are provided by quasi-linear the-
ory.
ii)    Enhanced losses result from magnetic field lines braid-
ing and destruction of magnetic surfaces owing to self sus-
tained magnetic islands37-39,33.
         Quenching of linear instabilities occurs in two ways:
αααα)   via wave energy transfer through k

�
-space to damped

modes, as a result of non-linear ion scattering (i.e., resonant
interaction of ions with the beat of two linear waves) and
three wave resonant interaction;
ββββ)   through relaxation of the equilibrium profiles towards
marginal stability, owing to enhanced particle and energy
transport.
          Since the linear growth rate is usually mode number
dependent, marginal linear stability cannot be achieved at all
mode numbers simultaneously and a certain amount of non-
linear energy transfer and damping must always take place
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in the relaxed state [The spectrum should otherwise be sin-
gular: )k()k(S

��
δ∝ ]. It is important to note that narrow

spectra and relaxation to nearly stable profiles do hint at a
strongly non-linear relation between transport and linear
growth rate, on the one hand, and to profile stiffness or re-
siliency40, characterised by critical gradients, on the other
hand; in that case, the concept of local transport may have to
be replaced by that of ballistic transport.
         In any case, the linear marginal stability condition pro-
vides a useful first approximate relation between the various
equilibrium profiles. If, for example, the density profile is
known (e.g., taken from experiment) and the assumption

)r(T)r(T ei ∝  is made, the marginal stability relation yields
)r(Te ; a first estimate of the fluctuation level through the

discharge then obtains by balancing the known power depo-
sition profile with the divergence of the quasi-linear expres-
sion of the anomalous electron energy flux33,41,16.
         The turbulence level and spectrum obtain from a non-
linear wave kinetic equation42-44 in which the equilibrium
profiles enter as parameters. The evolution and relaxation to
a stationary state of the latter is provided by the energy,
momentum and particle balance equations where the
anomalous flows are related to the turbulence spectrum via
quasi-linear theory. That approach was followed in [34],
where a strong non-linear increase of the fluxes above
threshold led to stiff profiles, close to marginal instability. It
is however a very complicated one, since requires solving
for the turbulent spectrum. For that reason, a simple order of
magnitude argument, known as mixing length estimate and
attributed to Kadomtsev45,46 is used in most instances.
         The argument assumes that instability saturation oc-
curs when the amplitude of the oscillating electric and dia-
magnetic radial velocities associated with the perturbations -
those are of order )N/n)(eB/T(k jjj ϕβ - becomes com-
parable to the equilibrium diamagnetic drift velocity

)T(Nj L/)eB/T( ϕ  (The dominant non-linear terms in the
equations describing the perturbations are then indeed com-
parable to the linear terms; whether they are stabilising or
destabilising however requires a detailed non-linear analy-
sis!). The mixing length hypothesis thus yields the relation

)T(Njjjjj Lk/~T/t~T/e~N/n βφ 1                        (38)

Identifying the anomalous heat flux >< ϕβφ B/ikp~Q jj

with the usual definition jrjjj TNQ ∂−= χ  leads to

)T(N

j
Bohm

j

i
TBohmj Lk

~
T
eeikL j

β

ς
β

ς
χφχχ >⎟

⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
<=

2

          (39)

where we let j
i

jj T/eeP/p j φς=  and

/Bohm T eBχ =                                                                     (40)

is Bohm’ s diffusion coefficient. Since, typically, 1−
ia~kβ

for drift waves, )T(NijBohmj L/a~ ςχχ  is known as gyro-
Bohm diffusion; note that it vanishes if their is no phase lag
between the pressure and potential oscillation ( 0=jς ). The
ad hoc expression often encountered in the literature

2
⊥k/~ γχ                                                                            (41)

follows from (39) if the characteristic linear growth rate γ is
of the order of the diamagnetic frequency (Which mode’s
growth rate to consider can however only be specified by
genuine non-linear analysis).
         Drift waves will be distorted and break up into shorter
eddies in the presence of strong BxE

��
 velocity shear. That is

equivalent to stabilisation of the primary drift turbulence47

via spectral energy transfer to small eddies which are
damped. Rapidly varying radial electric fields may be trig-
gered by external causes, such as orbit losses at the plasma
edge, or by the drift wave itself, as observed in numerical
simulations48. The origin of the self-generated radial electric
field and associated BxE

��
zonal flows is as follows. The

electron and ion averaged radial flows induced by an iso-
lated drift mode are not intrinsically ambipolar49,50, although
the oscillations are charge free ( ie nn = ). According to
Eqs. (23a) and (23b) of Ref. [50], the quasi-linear radial
current associated to a particular electron drift mode is:

)](kN[)B(ie/J r
**

riirir φφφφαΩ β ∂−∂∂= −122              (42)

where eiii T/T)( ηα ++= 11 . In order to avoid charge sepa-
ration, the above “primary" current must be balanced by a
"secondary" polarisation current according to

o)t/DJ( =∂∂+⋅∇
���

 .                                    (43)

This polarisation current is responsible for the zonal flow51

which is thus, effectively, a poloidally and toroidally sym-
metric ( 0== nm ) sheared BxE

��
 flow; here 0ε/DE

��
=

where 0ε  is the permitivity. It is interesting to note that the
above ion current is proportional to the Reynold stresses

)(Bikuuuu r
**

r
*

rrr
*
r φφφφβββ

222 ∂−∂=∂+∂ −                    (44)

which arise from the u.u ���∇  term in the ion momentum
equation and to which zonal flows are therefore linked.
         The complexity of the linear and non-linear theories
of instabilities and transport has led to the development of
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genuinely first principle codes, namely the particle in cells
(PIC) code and the non-linear gyro-Landau-fluid and gyro-
kinetic codes; those, however, can follow the plasma evo-
lution only for a very limited time, of the order of the mil-
lisecond52-54 (to be compared to the particle and energy
confinement times, of the order of 100 ms in present de-
vices). Other codes, based on the ad hoc mixing length
argument, allow comparison of experiment and theory on
more reasonable time-scales55 but are, of course, somewhat
empirical. Those questions are discussed in the next lec-
ture56.
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